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The Problem

• PDFs don’t work on mobile

• Documentation isn’t interoperable

• Documents go out of date

• It’s not possible to build a central database 
of information with disparate formats

• Recyclers can’t get information they need 
to dismantle products



The Fix
Create and manage evergreen, interoperable 

documentation

• Interoperable: Dynamically bring data together from 
sources inside and outside the organization.

• Mobile-friendly: Designed to adapt to the screen 
size of the device.

• Platform agnostic: Use your preferred desktop or 
mobile OS.

• Connectivity Optional: Supports both standalone 
and network-connected use.











Work Instructions, Service Manuals, 
& Recycling Guides

• Create lean manufacturing instructions

• Support depot and field service technicians with mobile 
manuals

• Comply with WEEE by providing disassembly procedures

• Improve recycler safety and profitability with usable 
instructions



Environmental Applications

• WEEE Documents

• Standard recycling 
procedures

• Safety training

• Parts harvesting





Industry and Market 
Adoption

• UL 110 green cell phone standard

• NSF EPEAT Server Standard

• IEEE 1680.1 and 1680.4

• Interest from EU Commission



Supporting Software

In Progress



















Origins



We needed an industrial-strength service 
documentation publishing tool.
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came close.



Step-by-step instructions
Prerequisite chains 
Crazy scalability
Mobile-first



The best instructions are

Visual
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Now, people can follow along in



Everywhere

Manuals should, too.

Electronics go



Create Amazing Documentation



...and people will
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Never stop



C!%"(%" is just the beginning.



Text
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Should get better over time.



Your users want to H(*p!



What if everything had an E+$" button?



Edit directly in the Br!w/(r



D0$%&A S"1"$- document is a document.



How does it work?





Manufacturing Manuals





Transmission Formats
.oManual File Package

The .omanual file format is an XML-based file package which can be 
used to easily package, distribute, view and import your data and 
referenced media files. These files are compressed and packaged 
using the .ZIP file format, which is an industry standard for cross-
platform data exchange and storage. 

Cloud API Specification
The JSON API specification is designed to provide a simple way to 
expose your oManual resources to other services or devices through 
simple REST API endpoints. API endpoints should be relative to a base 
server address (eg. http://www.ifixit.com/api). 

http://www.ifixit.com/api
http://www.ifixit.com/api


Work Instructions, 
Service Manuals, & 
Recycling Guides

• Create lean manufacturing instructions

• Support depot and field service technicians with 
mobile manuals

• Improve recycler safety and profitability with 
usable recycling instructions





Open Source Tools



Interoperable Standards



Future Work

• Update of standard planned for 2016

• Hazardous material specifications

• Data capture

• Step-level part integration



Get Involved

• Learn More at omanual.org

• Join the IEEE 1874 Standards Working Group

• Do a pilot inside your organization with a small 
project

• Work with your existing vendors to add 
oManual support or try out Dozuki



Documentation
A manual can describe a collection of guides, or just a single guide.   An example 
service manual for a Dell laptop might include a dozen guides, technical 
descriptions of the device, or hundreds of photos and videos.   The manual could be 
accessed by reading a .omanual file on a desktop computer, or on a tablet or 
smartphone via a web service. 

The common oManual data format can be expressed as XML (useful for 
interoperability with legacy data in formats such as DITA) or made available over a web 
API using mobile-friendly JSON. 

Data Specification
Category Documentation
Guide Documentation

    Transmission Formats
.oManual File Package
API Specification

    More Information
Simplified HTML
Allowed Paths
Design Paradigms



Data Specification
Category Documentation 

This document describes category metadata. A category can be anything you would 
write step-by-step procedures about, such as a manufactured object, or device. This 
also includes a list of guides in the package and a list of attached documents in the /
media folder.

Guide Documentation
A guide is a structured collection of steps. Each must include text and media. For 
consistency of display, we recommend each step consist of 1-3 images or one rich 
media object, as well as no more than eight lines of text. 



More Information
Simplified HTML

Where specified, formatted text within the standard may use simplified XHTML. The 
text must validate and should not be escaped via CDATA. 

Allowed Paths
Paths can be either an URI to a web resource or a local path, absolute from the base of 
the package. Local paths are only allowed for offline packages. Fully qualified URIs are 
always allowed.

Design Paradigms
Design content for display. Yes, you can stuff really long paragraphs into a single step. 
But it won't look good!

Make life easy for programmers. The most efficient file 
package will only have a single copy of each image, but 

providing urls to pre-rendered thumbnails makes designing 
mobile applications fast.



IEEE P1874: Standard for Documentation Schema for 
Repair and Assembly of Electronic Devices

This Standard allows “Fixers” to create documents to share multi-textual and 
graphic rich content for the repair and extended life of Consumer Electronic 
products.

www.omanual.com 

Interested in reducing the World’s Waste and working toward a better tomorrow, 
contact the 1874 Chair at kyle@ifixit.com to start work on the next line of IEEE 
standards to enhance humanity through direct action.

http://www.omanual.com
http://www.omanual.com
mailto:kyle@ifixit.com
mailto:kyle@ifixit.com
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• http://creativecakesandcrochet.blogspot.com/2010/09/waaaaaaall-e-eve-eeeeve.html

• Rob & Lisa Meehan http://www.fotopedia.com/items/flickr-2015073450

• http://farm5.staticflickr.com/4148/5153539112_85c4a203e7_b.jpg

• http://www.bigsby.com/vibe/products/vibratos/bigsby-b5/

• Cafe racer: DiscoveryTV

• http://poetryblogroll.blogspot.com/2010/11/poets-united-anthology-discussion.html

• http://img.alibaba.com/wsphoto/v0/460728677/Free-shipping-Powerboard-for-Acer-3680.jpg

• http://www.brookemcglothlin.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/chalkboard.jpg

• http://blog.pestdefense.com/files/2011/08/Cricket.jpg

• http://mirrors.creativecommons.org/google-20061026/cc-logo.png

• http://blog.archive.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/ialogo.png

• http://mobile.github.com/img/github_logo.png

• http://blog.ninemultimedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/oldspice2.png
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